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CEBIA: Protect your car with security
glass etching
CEBIA, the leader in vehicle ownership history verification, now offers all BB Centrum
tenants 70% off on security car glass etching. In addition, you’ll get an additional FREE
coupon for the same service, which you can use to protect another vehicle.
To get this discount, simply download the coupon HERE, print it out, and present
it at Cebia’s new offices in the ALPHA Building at 1461/2, Praha 4.
The service must be booked in advance by telephone at 222 207 207.
More information about security glass etching for your car on
www.cebia.cz/piskovani.

ALPHA Building
www.cebia.cz

Frostino: Summer Refreshment at
Costa Coffee
Last summer, iced Frostinos became an instant success, so Costa Coffee added two new
flavors for this summer – Caramel Popcorn Frostino and Tiramisu Frostino. A creamy blend
of fresh milk with ice and a shot of espresso with added delicious flavors – caramel or
tiramisu. The cherry on top is a proper portion of whipped cream sprinkled with cookie
crumbs or caramel popcorn.

BETA Building
www.costa-coffee.cz

NOVUS OPTIK: Enjoy the sun to the
fullest with Crizal lenses
Crizal Transitions lenses always adapt to your eyes’ needs and provide complete protection
against dangerous UV radiation. Indoors, they’re crystal clear, while outside they
darken to just the right shade to let you see well all day long and stay protected
against unwanted glare.
Now in 5 trendy new shades.
BRUMLOVKA Building
www.novusoptik.cz
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MojeBublinky: Changes in opening
hours and summer day camps
Joy, partnership, openness, and understanding – these are the main values that make up
MojeBublinky daycare’s approach. Here your children can be themselves, learn from their
experiences, and grow into their own uniqueness.
In order to improve services, the opening hours have been extended on weekdays
and the center is closed on Saturdays.
New Opening Hours:
Mon - Thu: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Fri: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Upon individual agreement:
Mon - Fri: 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat - Sun: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
In addition to daycare, the center is also offering day camps on the following dates:
July 10 - 14 and August 7 - 11, 2017. For more information, see the website in the
“Akce v koutku” section or call 724 384 441.

BRUMLOVKA Building
www.mojebublinky.cz

The new VENICE BEACH summer
swimwear collection has arrived at
NIVOSPORT!
The German sportswear designer Venice Beach has kicked off the summer season with
a new swimwear collection. As always, you can look forward to perfect fit, high quality
materials, and plenty of color combinations and patterns. The collection includes both
sports and fashion designs.
Don’t forget to take advantage of the 10% discount for BB Centrum tenants.
Simply show your company ID card.
BRUMLOVKA Building
www.nivosport.cz
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